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**Posters**

**Poster list**

Posters are displayed in the exhibition and Poster Area from Thursday September 22, to Saturday September 24.

### 01- General Nephrology, including infections

- **PO-001** The Issue with Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) Terminology - Narrative Review
  Shahid Muhammad, United Kingdom

- **PO-002** Can Social Media (SM) Reduce Discrimination and Ignorance Towards Patients with Long Term Conditions (LTCs)? A Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) Example in the UK and More Widely
  Shahid Muhammad, United Kingdom

- **PO-003** Comparing between results and complications of doing voiding cystourethrogram (VCUG) in the first week following urinary tract infection and in 2-6 weeks after urinary tract infection in children referring to a teaching hospital
  Parsa Yosefichaijan, Iran

- **PO-004** Mean Platelet Volume as a diagnostic marker in children with pyelonephritis.
  Parsa Yosefichaijan, Iran

- **PO-005** The role of different equations and creatinine clearance in glomerular filtration rate estimation in children
  Natasa Marcun Varda, Slovenia

- **PO-006** Prevalence of nephrological disorders on the Neonatal ICU
  Marcos Antonio Silva Cristovam, Brazil

- **PO-007** Acute cardiorenal syndrome in critically ill hospitalised children
  Amarjeet Mehta, India

- **PO-008** The study of the relationship between common viruses' infections and kidney injury in children
  Ting Liu, China

- **PO-009** Does less aggressive imaging strategy in children with acute pyelonephritis influence the frequency of diagnosis of high-grade vesico-ureteric reflux?
  Tomasz Jarmolinski, Poland

- **PO-010** Lipocalin-2 associated with neutrophilic gelatinases (uNGAL) as the marker of microbial inflammatory diseases of kidneys and urinary tract in children.
  Alina Eremeeva, Russian Federation

- **PO-011** Results of kidney biopsy from a single tertiary care center in Turkey
  Ismail Dursun, Turkey

See IPNA 2016 Abstract Book for more detailed information on posters
PO-012 Clinical profile of pediatric renal mass in a tertiary government subspecialty hospital, a 10 year retrospective study
Kristen Ann Manalo, Philippines

PO-013 Spectrum of hospital acquired acute kidney injury in critically ill Children in a tertiary level hospital
Syed Saimul Huque, Bangladesh

PO-014 Recurrent hematuria due to nutcracker syndrome: imaging techniques
Lien Dossche, Belgium

PO-015 Hypertension, renal failure, and hypercalcemia: an unusual presentation of sarcoidosis
Mallory L Downie, Canada

PO-017 Clonidine May Have a Beneficial Effect in Refractory Nocturnal Enuresis
Yoshiyuki Ohtomo, Japan

PO-018 Evaluation of children with nutcracker syndrome
Mesihah Ekim, Turkey

PO-019 Re-infection with Respiratory Syncytial Virus Aggravates The Renal Injury
Songhui Zhai, China

PO-020 The Persistent Mature of Dendritic Cells after Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infection Induced the Renal Injury
Songhui Zhai, China

PO-021 Clinical spectrum, management and follow-up of children with bladder and bowel dysfunction - a prospective study
Sudha Ekambaram, India

PO-022 Diagnosis and management of neonatal urinary tract infections
Kamel Monastiri, Tunisia

PO-023 Conservative management of dysfunctional voiding with biofeedback training in children
Konstantinos Kamperis, Denmark

PO-024 Comparison of a Voiding Diary to Clinical Management Tool for diagnosis of Voiding Disorders in children
Saroj Kumar Patnaik, India

PO-025 Orthostatic Proteinuria: An Overestimated Phenomenon
Mustafa Koyun, Turkey

PO-026 A Rare Cause of Acute Kidney Injury: Leptospirosis
Gül ah Kaya Aksoy, Turkey
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**PO-027** How common is JC polyomaviraemia in paediatric renal transplant recipients?
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom

**PO-028** Nutcracker syndrome: an underestimated cause of hematuria in children
Gabriele Malgieri, Italy

**PO-029** A Ten Year Retrospective study of the aetiology and outcome of crescentic glomerulonephritis in children presenting to the red cross childrens hospital, cape town, south africa
Chisambo Mwaba, Zambia

**PO-030** Prevalence of lower urinary tract symptoms in children 6-12 years of public schools from Blumenau
Erika Vieira, Brazil

**PO-031** Prevalence of enuresis in children of blumenau public schools
Erika Vieira, Brazil

**PO-032** Post infectious Glomerulonephritis after Anicteric Leptospirosis. Case report
Alida Carolina Romero Orta, Ecuador

**PO-033** Neonatal plasma inulin clearance (PCin) in premature infants and newborns to measure glomerular filtration rate (GFR).
Alexandra Wilhelm-Bals, Switzerland

**PO-034** Unusual color of urine as a first sign of posttraumatic chyluria and enteric lymphorrhrea in one adolescent sportsman (case report)
Marijan Saraga, Croatia

**PO-035** Significance of examination of concentration of IL-6 in 24 h urine for early diagnostic of renal scarring in patients with vesicoureteric reflux
Igor Zorin, Russian Federation

**PO-036** A single centre retrospective analysis of HIV related kidney disease in a cohort of patients from Johannesburg, South Africa
Glenda Moonsamy, South Africa

**PO-037** Predictive parameters for desmopressin response in enuresis: a two-center study
Lien Dossche, Belgium

**PO-038** Prevalence and factors associated with renal dysfunction in HIV positive paediatric patients on highly active antiretroviral therapy at the Paediatric Centre of excellence of the University Teaching Hospital, in Lusaka, Zambia
Kevin Zimba, Zambia

See IPNA 2016 Abstract Book for more detailed information on posters
| PO-039 | Psittacosis as uncommon cause of hypercalcemia: Case Report |
|        | Larissa D’Avila, Brazil |
| PO-040 | Establishing reference intervals of serum creatinine, cystatin-C and normal range of renal diameters in Chinese children: a healthy-population-based multi-center study |
|        | Xuhui Zhong, China |
| PO-041 | Bioequivalence in adults does not mean bioequivalence in children |
|        | Ann Raes, Belgium |
| PO-042 | Bladder volume in screening battery for enuresis: How to evaluate? |
|        | Johan Vande Walle, Belgium |
| PO-043 | Bone alterations in children with idiopathic hypercalciuria and treated with thiazide diuretic and/or potassium citrate. |
|        | Marcia Riyuzo, Brazil |
| PO-044 | Validation of 24 h urinary concentration prophylaxis against diary to identify characteristics of nocturnal polyuria |
|        | Ann Raes, Belgium |
| PO-045 | Parental beliefs about the causes and treatment of childhood enuresis |
|        | Christopher Esezobor, Nigeria |
| PO-046 | Frequency of Pritonitis in Childhood Nephrotic Syndrome in Dhaka Shishu Hospital, their Bacteriological Pattern and Clinical Profile |
|        | Mohammed Hanif, Bangladesh |
| PO-047 | Renal involvement in patients with bilateral Wilms tumor (WT) |
|        | Laura C Lopez, Argentina |
| PO-048 | Acute renal injury by pediatric evaluated pRIFLE as factor prognosis in intensive care unit |
|        | Nilzete Liberato Bresolin, Brazil |
| PO-049 | Pediatric urolithiasis: a study preliminary description |
|        | Nilzete Liberato Bresolin, Brazil |
| PO-050 | Angiotensin-converting enzyme I activity in sickle cell disease: dissociation of current and tissue systems |
|        | Ho Chi Hsien, Brazil |
| PO-051 | Biopsy Proven Paediatric Tubulointerstitial Nephritis |
|        | Marianella Howell, Costa Rica |
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**PO-052** Prevalence and risk factors of chronic kidney disease in steady state sickle cell anaemia patients aged 5 - 16 years seen at the University Teaching Hospital, Lusaka - Zambia
Nchimunya Machila, Zambia

02 - CAKUT, urological disorders: Clinical

**PO-054** Etiologies of urinary tract infection in cases with urological anomalies versus those without
Niayesh Taffazoli, Iran

**PO-055** Predisposing factors for urinary tract infection in children: a single center evaluation
Nooshin Taffazoli, Iran

**PO-056** Predisposing factors of urinary tract infection in children: a comparison with considering gender and age at presentation
Mitra Naseri, Iran

**PO-057** Renal scar in children following urinary tract infection
Nooshin Taffazoli, Iran

**PO-058** Comparison of ultrasound measurement of the midline to orifice distance with voiding urosonography in vesicoureteric reflux detection in children
Nina Battelino, Slovenia

**PO-059** Profile of boys with posterior urethral valves at a tertiary care center in a developing country
Mukta Mantan, India

**PO-060** Antimicrobial sensitivity pattern among CAKUT patients with UTI: A single center experience
Nneka Okoronkwo, Nigeria

**PO-061** Is cord blood Cystatine C (CysC) predictive of renal function at one year in neonates prenatally diagnosed with CAKUT?
Paloma Parvex, Switzerland

**PO-062** Posterior Urethral Valve (PUV): Racial Preponderance in a Malaysia Tertiary Hospital & A Case Report of PUV Occurrence in Successive Generations
Yam Ngo Lim, Malaysia
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**PO-063** Genital organ anomalies in female pediatric patients with CAKUT-related ESRD  
Shoichiro Kanda, Japan

**PO-064** CAKUT in a Paediatric Nephrology Setting: The South African Experience  
Nneka Okoronkwo, Nigeria

**PO-065** Atomoxetine Ameliorates Nocturnal Enuresis with Subclinical ADHD  
Yoshiyuki Ohtomo, Japan

**PO-066** Ultrasound screening for congenital anomalies of the kidneys and urinary tract in high-risk infants in Shanghai, China  
Yinv Gong, China

**PO-067** Neonatal ultrasonographic screening for CAKUT - does it make any sense in the era of antenatal examinations?  
Tomasz Jarmolinski, Poland

**PO-068** Comparison between diuretic ultrasound and diuretic renogram in diagnosis of children with primary hydronephrosis  
Maria Gaydarova, Bulgaria

**PO-069** Development and validation of a Predictive Model for Children with Congenital Anomalies of the Kidney and Urinary Tract who will need surgery  
Mariana Afonso Vasconcelos, Brazil

**PO-070** Urinary tract infection in infants - vesicoureteral reflux and bladder function  
Rejane Paula Bernardes, Brazil

**PO-071** Comparative study on the resolution of vesicoureteral reflux in the lower urinary tract dysfunction  
Raquel Renno Lisboa, Brazil

**PO-072** Bladder and bowel dysfunction and Asthma  
Eliane Garcez Fonseca, Brazil

**PO-073** A single-center retrospective review of congenital anomalies of the kidney and urinary tract  
Saori Deki, Japan

**PO-074** Prenatal risk factors for congenital anomalies of the kidney and urinary tract  
Secil Arslansoyu Camlar, Turkey
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PO-075  Effects of therapeutic intervention after multidisciplinary assessment in pediatric patients with monosymptomatic nocturnal enuresis (MNE)
Simone N Fagundes, Brazil

PO-076  Alarm effect on sleep of patients with nocturnal enuresis monosymptomatic
Simone N Fagundes, Brazil

PO-077  Quality of life of patients with MNE and the perception of their caregivers
Adrienne S. Lebl, Brazil

PO-078  Prevalence of constipation in patients with nocturnal enuresis, clinical and pelvic ultrasound scores.
Adrienne S. Lebl, Brazil

PO-079  Sleep disorder in children with Overactive Bladder
Ali Khosrobeigi, Iran

PO-080  Prenatal, neonatal and nephrological management of children with renal oligohydramnios
Sandra Habbig, Germany

PO-081  Influence of fluid intake on functional bladder volume and nighttime diuresis in nocturnal enuresis
Johan Vande Walle, Belgium

PO-082  Syndrome Megacystis-Microcolon-Hypoperistaltis: Case report
Marlene Lourdes Cisneros, Peru

PO-083  Which are the predictor factors for developing vesicoureteral reflux in children with lower urinary tract dysfunction?
Raquel Rennó Lisboa, Brazil

PO-084  Outcome of girls treated for lower urinary tract dysfunction - evaluation of a quantitative approach of uroflowmetry
Rejane Bernardes, Brazil

PO-085  Renal follow up of posterior urethral valves after surgery at YGOPY
Georgette Guemkam, Cameroon

PO-086  Postnatal complications in newborn with antenatal diagnosis of posterior urethral valve
Anelise Uhlmann, Brazil

PO-087  A case of an ectopic ureter with vaginal insertion
Taina Garcia Ferreira, Brazil
03 - CAKUT: Developmental biology, genetics

PO-089  A case of RHPD1 involving a mutation in the NPHP3 gene that was diagnosed by next-generation sequencing analysis in which Alagille syndrome was initially suspected based on the patient's clinical symptoms
Ryojiro Tanaka, Japan

PO-090  Use of whole exome technique to search for genetic variants in megaureter
Ana Cristina Simoes E Silva, Brazil

PO-091  HNF1beta mutation in children in New South Wales: A review of presentation and renal phenotype
Hugh Mccarthy, Australia

04 - Urinary tract infections

PO-092  Flushing of the vagina and the prepuce - A cause for contaminated urine cultures in children
Nakysa Hooman, Iran

PO-093  Etiologies and types of urinary tract infections in children: A comparison between genders
Niayesh Taffazoli, Iran

PO-094  Sensitivity and specificity of kidney ultrasonography in predicting vesicoureteral reflux in children with urinary tract infection
Mitra Naseri, Iran

PO-095  Therapeutic effect of complementary Vitamin C on pediatrics urinary tract infection
Abdolghader Pakniyat, Iran

PO-097  Polymorphism of the angiotensin-converting enzyme genes in children with the reflux nephropathy.
Marina Kosyreva, Russian Federation

PO-098  Antibiotic sensitivity profile in urine cultures of children and adolescents with and without ostomy
Emilia Maria Dantas Soeiro, Brazil
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PO-099 Characteristics and findings of childhood urinary tract infection in the last decade
Prayong Vachvanichsanong, Thailand

PO-100 Follow-up Data on 424 Danish Children after their first Pyelonephritis
Soeren Rittig, Denmark

PO-101 Behavioral disorders in patients with lower urinary tract dysfunction (LUTD)
Eleonora Lima, Brazil

PO-102 Outpatient pelvic floor therapy (Biofeedback) and Uro Vaxom compared to anticholinergic and and antibiotic prophylaxis in girls with repeated urinary tract infection and dysfunctional voiding.
Chebl Mourani, Lebanon

PO-103 Increasing bacterial resistance to chemotherapeutics used in treatment of urinary tract infections (UTI) in Croatian children
Danko Milosevic, Croatia

PO-104 The relationship between urinary tract infection and urine calcium and uric acid excretion in children
Ipek Akil, Turkey

PO-105 Heat Shock Proteins in a Rat Model of Pyelonephritis and Renal Scar
Alev Yilmaz, Zeynep Yuruk Yildirim, Mutlu Kucuk, Asuman Gedikbasi, Cemile Pehlivanoglu, Yasemin Ozluk, Guzin Savran, E. Bilge Ayni, Mehmet Yildiz, Isin Kilicaslan, Murat Giris, Erdem Tuzun, Sevinc Emre
Alev Yilmaz, Turkey

PO-106 Urinary tract infections in febrile children presenting to the Emergency Department: spectrum of bacteria and antibiotic susceptibilities
Jonathan Craig, Australia

PO-107 Infantile massive renal subcapsular haematoma with febrile infection; case presentation
Valbona Stavileci, Albania

PO-108 Prevalence of vesicoureteral reflux in neonates with urinary tract infection
Maria Carolina Isaza, Colombia

Cinar Ozen, Turkey

PO-110 Diagnostic Performance of Procalcitonin (PCT) and C-Reactive Protein (CRP) for Detection of Acute Pyelonephritis in Children with Urinary Tract Infection.
Golam Muin Uddin, Bangladesh
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PO-111  The features of children with the first e.coli induced febrile urinary tract infection at pediatric ward, FV hospital, HCMC, VN
Dien Duong, Viet Nam

05 - Regenerative medicine

PO-112  Nutcracker syndrome in children: an 11 case series
Sawssen Abroug, Tunisia

06 - Perinatal programming

PO-113  Early detection of first signs for kidney damage in children born very low birth weight at the age of 10-13 years
Yeat Borovitz, Israel

PO-115  Impaired nephrogenesis in oxygen-induced retinopathy in neonatal rats
Mayu Nakagawa, Japan

PO-116  No effect of daily indomethacin dosing on post-natal nephrogenesis in the rat
Hayat Baba, Canada

07 - «-Omics» Research

PO-117  Implementation of a next generation sequencing as first strategy for the diagnosis of genetic kidney disease in Switzerland: the Geneva experience (Ge-RenOME)
Paloma Parvex, Switzerland

PO-118  Losartan induces cytoskeleton reorganization on renal proximal tubule cells (PTCs) from spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR)
Patricia Valles, Argentina

PO-119  Expression Profiles of Cultured Human Podocytes Exposed To Plasma from Steroid Sensitive and Steroid Resistant Nephrotic Syndrome
Anil Vasudevan, India

PO-120  Pharmacogenomic prediction of cisplatin-induced nephrotoxicity in Mexican patients treated for childhood cancer
Mara Medeiros, Mexico
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08 - Inherited disorders of tubular transport

**PO-121**  Switching or not switching from immediate release to extended-release cysteamine in nephropathic cystinosis patients: a real-life single center study
Lars Pape, Germany

**PO-122**  A case of idiopathic Fanconi syndrome with growth hormone deficiency
Takayuki Okamoto, Japan

**PO-123**  The study of genotype and phenotype of OCRL1 mutations
Ting Liu, China

**PO-124**  Clinical significance of serum soluble urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor in children with Alport syndrome
Jie Ding, China

**PO-125**  Treatment cystine crystals deposits in cystinotic children with cysteamine hydrochloride eye drops gel formulation. Ocular findings seen by oct and slip-lamp examination.
Mar Espino-Hernandez, Spain

**PO-126**  Clinical feature and mutation analysis of 24 Chinese juvenile nephronophthisis patients
Haiyan Wang, China

**PO-127**  Comparison of Bartter/Gitelman syndrome and pseudo-Bartter syndrome in children
Jianhua Zhou, China

**PO-128**  Dent-1 disease in three children initially presented with foamy urine and literature review
Qian Shen, China

**PO-129**  Clinical and genetic heterogeneity of Dent's disease type 1 in Russian children
Larisa Prikhodina, Russian Federation

**PO-130**  growth hormone deficiency in children with bartter syndrome
Raphael Halevy, Israel

**PO-131**  A Case of Infantile Nephronophthisis with the onset of liver dysfunction
Yinv Gong, China

**PO-132**  Gordon Syndrome in the differencial diagnosis of kidneytubular acidosis-Case report and literature review
Amanda Mara Callejas Souza, Brazil
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PO-134  Hereditary hypophosphatemic rickets: about 2 Haitian sisters
Judith Exantus, Haiti

PO-135  Neuropsychological and neuroanatomical phenotype in 17 French patients with nephropathic cystinosis.
Aurélia Bertholet-Thomas, France

PO-136  Bartter Syndrome Caused by novel mutations of CLCNKB in China
Xuejun Yang, China

PO-137  Renal Fanconi syndrome with mitochondrial complex IV deficiency.
Ozlem Aksoy, Turkey

PO-138  Clinical and genetic features of congenital nephrogenic diabetes insipidus: A Single Center Experience
Aysun Karabay Bayazit, Turkey

09 - Other inherited disorders; cystic kidney diseases

PO-139  Online survey exploring opinions of European pediatric/adults nephrologists and geneticists about diagnostic testing of asymptomatic offspring from families affected by Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease
Stephanie De Rechter, Belgium

PO-140  Clinical and genetic presentation of nephronophthisis and associated ciliopathies
Jens Koenig, Germany

PO-141  Mainzer Saldino Syndrome - a case report
Polina Miteva, Bulgaria

PO-142  Clarify the intracellular stress response in early-stage Alport syndrome and establish an evaluation system for intracellular regulation of COL4A5
Kohei Omachi, Japan

PO-143  Analysis of the phenotype and genotype in four Chinese children with primary hyperoxaluria type 1
Qian Shen, China

PO-144  Idiopathic infantile hypercalcemia : a neonatal case
Kamel Monastiri, Tunisia

PO-145  Pseudohypoaldosteronism in a neonate presenting as life-threatening hyperkalemia
Kamel Monastiri, Tunisia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-146</strong> MYH9-related disease (MYH9-RD): a case report and review of literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining Zhang, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-147</strong> Epithelial morphogenesis of urine-derived renal epithelial cells from children with autosomal recessive polycystic kidney disease: an ex vivo study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfgang H. Ziegler, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-148</strong> The distribution characteristic of monoclonal antibody against triple helix of type IV collagen α chains in epidermal and renal of X-linked Alport syndrome patients with different genotypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoyu Liu, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-149</strong> A rare case of Distal Renal Tubular Acidosis complicated with Hypokalemic Nephropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoyu Liu, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-150</strong> When is biopsy-proven tubulo-interstitial nephritis not tubulo-interstitial nephritis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Marks, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-151</strong> Cystic kidney diseases: our experience in diagnosis and management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesa Georgieva, Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-152</strong> Diagnosis of a boy with sporadic Alport Syndrome using next generation sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihua Yu, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-153</strong> Severe Tuberous sclerosis with PKD: 5 years follow up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmytro Ivanov, Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-154</strong> Screening for risk factors of chronic kidney disease progression in children with autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleksandra Zurowska, Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-155</strong> Globotriaosylceramide (GL-3) Accumulation in the Renal Biopsy of a 1-year-old Patient with Fabry Disease and Ureteropelvic Junction Obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Ripeau, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-156</strong> Podociturya in patients with fabry disease: preliminary report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Miguel Liern, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO-157</strong> The effect of ACE inhibitors on the urinary excretion of transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1), epidermal growth factor (EGF) in children with autosomal-dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svetlana Papizh, Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Posters

**PO-158** DGKE Nephropathy: Genotypes, Phenotypes and Outcomes  
Karolis Azukaitis, Lithuania

**PO-159** Renal Features of Bardet Biedl Syndrome: A Single Center Experience  
Aysun Karabay Bayazit, Turkey

**PO-160** Analysis of renal impairment in 102 children with Wilson’s disease  
Xiaolang Wang, China

10 - Glomerulonephritis, lupus, vasculitis

**PO-161** Long term remission with rituximab in glomerulonephritis with dominant C3  
Sonia Sharma, India

**PO-162** Unusual renal pathology with usual presentation  
Sonia Sharma, India

**PO-163** Comparison of Leflunomide and Mycophenolate mofetil in children with Henoch-Schonlein nephritis  
Yue Du, China

**PO-164** Retrospective Clinical Analysis of 115 Children With Primary IgA Nephropathy  
Yue Du, China

**PO-165** Crescentic infectious glomerulonephritis in children  
Alex R Constantinescu, United States

**PO-166** Urinary tweak levels in children with systemic lupus erythematosus  
Indira Agarwal, India

**PO-167** Renal expression of VEGF, TGF1β, Ki-67, CD 68 in children with glomerulopathies  
Natalia Tur, Belarus

**PO-168** Crescentic IgA Nephropathy in children  
Yuko Shima, Japan

**PO-169** Correlation between blood myocardin and vascular damage in children with lupus nephritis  
Xi-Qiang Dang, China

**PO-170** Case report: TNFAIP3 gene variants associated with SLE and Crohn’s disease in a family  
Li Sun, China

See IPNA 2016 Abstract Book for more detailed information on posters
PO-171 | The evaluation of the children with C3 glomerulonephritis: single center experience
Ismail Dursun, Turkey

PO-172 | Potential Serum microRNA Signatures of Pediatric IgA Nephropathy
Qiang Sun, China

PO-173 | Immunoglobulin A nephropathy showing acute kidney injury and severe endocapillary proliferation.
Yuya Hashimura, Japan

PO-174 | Long-term prognosis of IgA nephropathy with early detection by school urine screening in Korea
Yong Park, South Korea

PO-175 | Immunohistochemical study can contribute to the diagnosis of Alport syndrome in the early stage
Yong Kim, South Korea

PO-176 | The status evaluation of galactose-deficient IgA1-IgG and its subclass in IgA nephropathy
Nan Zhou, China

PO-177 | Immunoglobulin A-Dominant Postinfectious Glomerulonephritis in Children A Non-Innocent Component of Deposition
Jianhua Zhou, China

PO-178 | The effect and underlying mechanism of mizoribine through mTOR for anti-renal fibrosis in IgA nephropathy rat model.
Xiaoyun Jiang, China

PO-180 | Studies on the relationship between prognosis of Henoch-Schönlein purpura nephritis and time of renal biopsy in children
Kobayashi Hisashi, Japan

PO-181 | The clinical and pathological features of 4 children of ANCA associated vasculitis with renal damage
Qian Li, China

PO-182 | MEST classification and immunoglobulins expression in kidney biopsies of children with IgA-nephropathy in Belarus
Natallia Tur, Belarus

PO-183 | The combination Effect of Mizoribine and ACEI in Renal Fibrosis of IgA Nephropathy
Xiaoyun Jiang, China

PO-184 | Clinicopathological Analysis of Lupus Nephritis in Children based on a Single Center 32 Years Renal Biopsy Data
Jingwei Ruan, China
PO-185  Clinical features and predictors of outcome in henoch-schonlein purpura nephritis with nephrotic range proteinuria
Dan Feng, China

PO-186  Kidney involvement and persistent kidney disease in children with Henoch-Schönlein purpura
Neringa Giedraite, Lithuania

PO-187  Crescentic glomerulonephritis in children: Clinical spectrum and outcome
Freddy Neira, Argentina

PO-188  Clinical course and prognosis of IgA Nephropathy graded by Oxford Classification in a Brazilian cohort of pediatric patients
Sergio Veloso Brant Pinheiro, Brazil

PO-189  Spectrum of Biopsy-proven Kidney Disease in children at the Hospital Universitario San Vicente Fundacion in Medellin, Colombia.
Richard Baquero Rodriguez, Colombia

PO-190  The Observed Patterns in the Presentation and Latency Period of Acute Glomerulonephritis in Children in a Single Center
Irish Manguлимotan, Philippines

PO-191  Outcome of Children with Immunoglobulin A Nephropathy: A 10-year review from a single center
Ambrosio Palaña, Jr., Philippines

PO-192  Clinicohistopathologic profile and outcome of Pediatric Lupus nephritis in a Tertiary care Hospital
Kalpana Vellore, India

PO-193  The characteristics of steroid-resistant idiopathic nephrotic syndrome at children’s hospital 1
Loan Huynh Thoai, Viet Nam

PO-194  The characteristics of membranous lupus nephritis at children's hospital 1
Loan Huynh Thoai, Viet Nam

PO-195  Atypical manifestation of acute postinfectious glomerulonephritis in children
Maria Gaydarova, Bulgaria

PO-196  A case of neonatal lupus erythematosus: clinical features and management
Tan Nguyen, Viet Nam

PO-197  Glomerulonephritis membranous and cutaneous vasculitis
Jose Leite, Brazil
11 - Nephrotic syndrome: Genetics, mechanisms, biomarkers

PO-198 Genetic Study of Nephrotic Syndrome in Iranian Children
Nakysa Hooman, Iran

PO-199 Influence of dexamethasone on the expression and distribution of transient receptor potential cation channel 6 in glomerular podocytes
Li Yu, China

PO-200 Distribution and expression of α-actin-4 in puromycin aminonucleoside injured mouse podocyte cell line
Zhihong Hao, China

PO-201 Activated parietal epithelial cells in CsA-induced nephropathy and its association with the podocyte injury.
Asako Hayashi, Japan

PO-202 Toll Like Receptor (TLR) -3, TLR -4 and CD 80 Expressions in Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells and Urinary CD 80 levels in Children with Idiopathic Nephrotic Syndrome
Om Mishra, India

PO-203 Mutation spectrum of genes associated with steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome in chinese children
Ying Wang, China

PO-204 Immune dysregulation, polyendocrinopathy, enteropathy X-linked (IPEX) syndrome: a rare cause of nephrotic syndrome in children
Marina Aksenova, Russian Federation

PO-205 Mutational analysis in patients with childhood-onset steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome in the era of next-generation sequencing
Ying Wang, China

PO-206 Urinary Apo lipoprotein A1 (Apo A1) and neutrophil-gelatinase associated lipocalin (NGAL) levels in children with idiopathic nephrotic syndrome (INS).
Abhijeet Saha, India

PO-207 Association of TT variant of AGT (M235T) gene with focal segmental glomerulosclerosis in children with idiopathic steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome (SRNS)
Larisa Prikhodina, Russian Federation
PO-208 MDR1 polymorphisms in pediatric idiopathic nephrotic syndrome: Impact on susceptibility and response to steroids (preliminary results)  
Amira Moussa Chaouache, Tunisia

PO-209 Increased urinary exosomal miR-193a distinguishes FSGS from MCN and predicts progression in nephrotic children  
Yu Zhang, China

PO-210 Endothelial dysfunction in children with frequently relapsing nephrotic syndrome/steroid dependent nephrotic syndrome (FRNS/SDNS) and steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome (SRNS).  
Abhijeet Saha, India

PO-211 Seroconversion Following Hepatitis B Vaccination in Childhood Steroid Sensitive Nephrotic Patient  
Mohammed Hanif, Bangladesh

PO-212 Genetic approach to the siblings with congenital/infantile nephrotic syndrome by targeted resequencing  
Shogo Minamikawa, Japan

PO-213 Whole exome sequencing identifies advillin mutations as a novel single-gene cause of nephrotic syndrome  
Qian Shen, China

PO-214 Histological findings in Bulgarian children with steroid-resistant nephritic syndrome (SRNS)  
Dimiter Roussinov, Bulgaria

PO-215 RSV induced the renal injury through the TLR2/NF- B/IL-17  
Zheng Wang, China

PO-216 The study of Angptl3 and Angptl4 in podocyte injury  
Qian Shen, China

PO-217 Utility of total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy in evaluating integrin activation expressed on basal side of human podocyte cell line  
Yasuko Kobayashi, Japan

PO-218 Increased in vitro expression of inflammatory cytokines following nonspecific stimulation of T lymphocytes in children with primary nephrotic syndrome  
Thiago Cordeiro Macedo, Brazil

PO-219 Migratory and regulatory profile of circulating lymphocytes of pediatric patients with nephrotic syndrome  
Victor Feracin, Brazil
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PO-220 Angptl3 deletion suppresses the glomerulosclerosis formation in mice with Adriamycin nephropathy via attenuating podocyte loss
Qian Shen, China

PO-221 TRCP-6 Mutation Causing FSGS in Childhood
Gülsah Kaya Aksoy, Turkey

PO-222 The correlation of endothelin-A receptor gene polymorphisms and dyslipidemia in children with primary nephrotic syndrome
Fang Yang, China

PO-223 Familial Steroid Sensitive Nephrotic Syndrome: Linkage data to Chromosome 15 and 6
Søren Rittig, Denmark

PO-224 Does urinary CD80 predict steroid response?
Harika Alpay, Turkey

PO-225 The relationship between FKBP5 gene polymorphisms in locus rs4713916 and the response to steroid therapy in children with primary nephrotic syndrome
Ni Du, China

PO-226 Clinical Evaluation of Patients with ADCK4 Mutation
Rezan Topaloglu, Turkey

PO-227 CD80 expression and urinary CD80 excretion in pediatric idiopathic nephrotic syndrome
Rezan Topaloglu, Turkey

PO-228 Nephrotic syndrome the first year of life, secondary mitochondrial disease
Eliana Barbagelata, Argentina

PO-229 Nephroseq and tranSMART data-exploration tools to define Chronic Kidney Disease Mechanisms
Wenjun Ju, United States

PO-232 Congenital Nephrotic Syndrome (CNS): Pierson Syndrome (PS). Case Report
Nidia Gomez, Paraguay

PO-233 SULF2 is Associated with Podocyte Pathophysiology
William Smoyer, United States

PO-234 Function research of CD4 + CD25 + regulatory T cells in Henoch-Schonlein Purpura nephritis in children
Xiaoshan Shao, China
**Posters**

**PO-235** The clearing effects and safety research of various blood purification modes on β2-microglobulin in acute kidney injury children  
Sandy Shao, China

**PO-236** Increased interleukin-17 and peripheral Th17 cells in children with Henoch-Schönlein purpura nephrology (HSPN)  
Sandy Shao, China

**PO-237** Urinary CD80 (uCD80), serum urokinase type plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR) and serum angiopoietin like 4 (Angptl4) do not distinguish steroid sensitive from steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome (NS)  
Aditi Sinha, India

**12 - Nephrotic syndrome: Therapy, outcomes**

**PO-239** NPHS2 and CD2AP variation in children with steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome in Guangdong province  
Yao Zhang, China

**PO-241** Focal segmental glomerulosclerosis in children.  
Seema Hashmi, Pakistan

**PO-242** Significance of IgM Deposits in Glomerular Mesangium for the Outcomes of Nephrotic Syndrome in Children: A Single Center Experience  
Augustina Jankauskiene, Lithuania

**PO-243** Hypothyroidism in children with steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome  
Vu Huy Tru, Viet Nam

**PO-244** Validation of Predictors of Relapse in Children with Idiopathic Steroid-Sensitive Nephrotic Syndrome  
Abhishek Abhinay, India

**PO-245** Correlation of mycophenolic acid (MPA) exposure as area under curve (AUC0-12) to the clinical response in children with nephrotic syndrome  
Manjusha Arumadi, India

**PO-246** Adrenocortical suppression in children with nephrotic syndrome treated with corticosteroids  
Mukta Mantan, India

**PO-247** Clinical profile of thromboembolic complications in children and adolescents with nephrotic syndrome  
Emilia Soeiro, Brazil
Posters

**PO-248**  
Infection associated relapses in children with nephrotic syndrome.  
Mukta Mantan, India

**PO-249**  
Steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome in children: risk factors for left ventricular hypertrophy.  
Marina Aksenova, Russian Federation

**PO-250**  
Successful treatment of Steroid Dependent /Frequently Relapsing Nephrotic syndrome in children  
Shefali Vyas, United States

**PO-251**  
Mengjie Jiang, China

**PO-252**  
Long-term outcome of steroid-sensitive nephrotic syndrome in Chinese children: a single-center study  
Mengjie Jiang, China

**PO-253**  
Long-term outcome of refractory nephrotic syndrome in Chinese children: a single-center study  
Mengjie Jiang, China

**PO-254**  
Long-term outcome of steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome in Chinese children: a single-center study  
Mengjie Jiang, China

**PO-255**  
Bone mineral density in children with relapsing nephrotic syndrome  
Abdullah Al Mamun, Bangladesh

**PO-256**  
Growth suppression in children with frequently-relapsing/steroid-dependent nephrotic syndrome  
Alex R Constantinescu, United States

**PO-257**  
Renal biopsy in idiopathic nephrotic syndrome  
Neri Campañá Cobas, Cuba

**PO-258**  
Profile of steroid resistance nephrotic syndrome patients at a tertiary care centre  
Neha Agarwal, India

**PO-259**  
High incidence of Idiopathic nephrotic syndrome in East Asian children: a nationwide survey in Japan (JP-SHINE Study)  
Kaori Kikunaga, Japan

**PO-260**  
Maintenance therapy with mizoribine after cyclophosphamide for steroid-dependent nephrotic syndrome prior to cyclosporine administration  
Akira Mizutani, Japan
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PO-261  Multidrug therapy followed by Rituximab in children with refractory Nephrotic Syndrome  
Subal Pradhan, India

PO-262  Minimal change nephrotic syndrome in black African children at Chris Hani Baragwanath Academic Hospital  
Kaajal Parbhoo, South Africa

PO-263  Rituximab treatment in children with nephrotic syndrome: a single center experience  
Ismail Dursun, Turkey

PO-264  Both pulmonary embolism and inferior vena cava thrombosis occurred simultaneously in a child with primary nephrotic syndrome: a case report  
Lizhi Chen, China

PO-265  IgM Nephropathy: Is it a distinct entity?  
Ali Asghar Lanewala, Pakistan

PO-266  Double versus triple therapy in children with frequently relapsing and steroid dependent nephrotic syndrome.  
Ryszard Grenda, Poland

PO-267  Safety profile of long-term levamisole therapy in maintaining remission in steroid dependent nephrotic syndrome  
Asiri Abeyagunawardena, Sri Lanka

PO-268  Should we perform nephrectomies in children with congenital nephrotic syndrome?  
Stephanie Dufek, United Kingdom

Taiwo Augustina Ladapo, Nigeria

PO-270  Response patterns of nephrotic syndrome patients in a single specialized pediatric center in São Paulo, Brazil  
Flavio De Oliveira Ihara, Brazil

PO-271  Analysis of CNI-induced chronic nephrotoxicity in 7 children with nephrotic syndrome  
Liping Rong, China

PO-272  Care Variation and Outcomes of Children with Nephrotic Syndrome in Canada  
Susan Samuel, Canada
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PO-273</th>
<th>Utility of cyclophosphamide in children affected by steroid dependent and frequent relapsing nephrotic syndrome: a retrospective study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silvio Maringhini, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-274</td>
<td>Steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome in northern Indian children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manpreet Kaur, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-275</td>
<td>Reasons for practice variation in the management of childhood nephrotic syndrome in Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Samuel, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-276</td>
<td>Comparative Efficacy of Mycophenolate Mofetil and Cyclosporine in children with Frequent Relapse Nephrotic Syndrome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Golam Muin Uddin, Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-277</td>
<td>Rituximab for frequently relapsing nephrotic syndrome: what is the lowest effective dose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Peter Maxted, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-278</td>
<td>Efficacy and safety of high doses of corticosteroids for treatment of frequent relapsing steroid-sensitive nephrotic syndrome (FR-SSNS) on a single pediatric center in São Paulo, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flavio De Oliveira Ihara, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-280</td>
<td>Frequently Relapsing Nephrotic Syndrome (FRNS) and Steroid Dependent Nephrotic Syndrome (SDNS): Induction of Remission by Cyclosporine A (CsA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jens Drube, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-281</td>
<td>CoQ10 treat one child with COQ nephropathy and literature review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qian Shen, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-282</td>
<td>Tapering of cyclosporine A (CsA) in patients with steroid dependent nephrotic syndrome (SDNS), frequent relapsing nephrotic syndrome (FRNS) and steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome (SRNS): Influence of duration of therapy on risk of relapse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kirsten Hoenschemeyer, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-283</td>
<td>The effect and safety of rituximab treatment in children with refractory nephrotic syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qian Shen, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-284</td>
<td>The unknown price of prolonged remission achieved with intensive immunosuppression in children with steroid dependent nephrotic syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dagmara Borzych-Duzalka, Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-285</td>
<td>Non-steroid treatment of nephrotic syndrome relapses in children with steroid dependent/resistant nephrotic syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Janusz Feber, Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PO-286 Combination with tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil therapy in child-onset steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome who were resistant or part-response to tacrolimus of single-center experience
Liru Qiu, China

PO-287 Long-term effects of rituximab on immune competence in idiopathic nephrotic syndrome
Marina Vivarelli, Italy

PO-288 Rituximab in difficult paediatric nephrotic syndrome: An account from Eastern India.
Biplab Maji, India

PO-289 Evolving demographics of Nephrotic Syndrome; equal gender distribution and older age at onset for girls in NOL - Nephrosis Online Study of 498 Caucasian children
Dagmara Borzych-Duzalka, Poland

PO-290 Bronchiectasis in mycophenolate mofetil-treated children: not just a matter of renal transplantation
Beatrice Beauval, Reunion

PO-291 Clinical and pathological predictors of renal dysfunction in a Brazilian cohort of pediatric patients with Minimal Change Disease and Focal Segmental Glomerulosclerosis
Brunna Pinto Froes, Brazil

PO-292 Endothelial dysfunction in children with steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome
Jameela Kari, Saudi Arabia

PO-293 Correlation between serum lipids and serum albumin in childhood Nephrotic syndrome
Anshuman Singh, India

PO-294 Use of rituximab in patients with steroid-dependent nephrotic syndrome and steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome
Pablo Bonani, Argentina

PO-295 Daily administration of Levamisole increases response rate in patients with frequently relapsing or steroid dependent nephrotic syndrome.
Sushmita Banerjee, India

PO-296 A case of stroke in a child with nephrotic syndrome
Vittorio Serio, Italy

PO-297 Efficacy of cyclophosphamide in calcineurin inhibitor dependent steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome
Kirtisudha Mishra, India
Posters

**PO-298** Spectrum of renal biopsies in children with difficult to treat Nephrotic syndrome in a developing country  
Mahantesh Patil, India

**PO-299** Mesangio proliferative glomerulo nephritis (MesPGN) with or without immune deposits and response to mycophenolate mofatil and Tacrolimus  
Iftikhar Ijaz, Pakistan

**PO-300** Rituximab in Idiopathic Nephrotic Syndrome - Sistematic Review  
Roxana Fontes Silva Roque, Brazil

**PO-301** Two cases of cytomegalovirus-related nephrotic syndrome in the first year of life  
Loan Huynh Thoai, Viet Nam

**PO-302** Rituximab and intravenous immunoglobulin in the treatment of steroid-dependant nephrotic syndrome  
Julien Hogan, France

**PO-303** Rituximab - Efficacy and adverse events in selected children and adolescents with challenging idiopathic nephrotic syndrome (INS)  
Fabiola Lucia Padovan, Brazil

**PO-304** Nephrotic syndrome and behavior in children  
Paula Nussenzveig, Brazil

**PO-305** Analysis of patients with chronic kidney disease secondary to nephrotic syndrome before and after transplantation  
Erika Vieira, Brazil

**PO-306** Single center study on urokinase to prevent thrombosis in children with primary nephrotic syndrome  
Lishan Jia, China

**PO-307** Rituximab treatment for refractory nephrotic syndrome  
Kunihiko Aya, Japan

**PO-308** Population pharmacokinetic study of cyclosporine in children with nephrotic syndrome  
Xuhui Zhong, China

**PO-309** Factors associated with side effects of corticosteroid therapy and the outcome at 36 months of patients with steroid dependent nephrotic syndrome.  
Marcia Riyuzo, Brazil

**PO-310** Health related quality of life among children with nephrotic syndrome: the Insight into Nephrotic Syndrome (INSIGHT) study  
Shawn Khullar, Ireland
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PO-311  Children wiht resistant nephrotic syndrome: clinical aspects and outcome.  
Soraya Sasaoka, Brazil

PO-312  Patient centered outcomes in childhood nephrotic syndrome  
Simon Carter, Canada

PO-313  Use of rituximab in six steroid-resistant and steroid-dependent pediatric nephrotic patients in a single center  
Clarice Assis Rosario Sahade, Brazil

PO-314  Outcome of steroid-dependent nephrotic syndrome treated with mycophenolate mofetil: a single-centre study  
Ines Alves, Portugal

PO-315  Psychosocial impact of nephrotic syndrome on caregivers  
Christopher Esezobor, Nigeria

PO-317  Efficacy and safety of long-term treatment of rituximab in children with steroid-dependent nephrotic syndrome  
Hee Gyung Kang, South Korea

PO-318  The growth in children with nephrotic syndrome on long-term glucocorticoids treatment  
Miao Zhang, China

PO-319  Efficacy and safety of Tacrolimus and low dose prednisone in treating Chinese children with steroid resistant idiopathic nephrotic syndrome  
Xiaochuan Wu, China

PO-320  The clinical effect of rituximab therapy for refractory nephrotic syndrome in the children  
Xiaochuan Wu, China

PO-321  Randomized controlled trial to compare efficacy of 3-months versus 6-months therapy with prednisolone for the first episode of idiopathic nephrotic syndrome in children <4-yr-old  
Aditi Sinha, India

PO-322  The co-relation of Th17 and regulatory T (Treg) cells in adriomycine induced Sprague Dawly rat  
Xiaoshan Shao, China

PO-323  Follow-up and treatment of growth retardation in children with nephrotic syndrome  
Miao Zhang, China
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**13 - Thrombotic microangiopathy, HUS, TTP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poster Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PO-324</td>
<td>Systemic complement activation and complement gene analysis in EHEC associated pediatric hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS)</td>
<td>Lars Pape, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-325</td>
<td>First reported survival of children with disseminated Clostridium septicum complicating hemolytic uremic syndrome</td>
<td>Rachel Engen, United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-326</td>
<td>ADAMTS13 Activity in Childhood HUS in a Pediatric University Hospital in Egypt.</td>
<td>Hesham Safouh, Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-327</td>
<td>Efficacy of eculizumab as a first line therapy for severe thrombotic antiphospholipid syndrome.</td>
<td>Camille Nicolas, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-328</td>
<td>Purtscher’s like retinopathy as a complication of Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome</td>
<td>Lucas Lucarelli, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-329</td>
<td>Genetic diagnosis by targeted sequencing of complement genes in Chinese children with atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome</td>
<td>Zihua Yu, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-330</td>
<td>Clinical characteristics and long term outcome of diarrhea associated hemolytic uremic syndrome</td>
<td>Keita Nakanishi, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-331</td>
<td>Case report: atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome due to cobalamin C deficiency - a novel mutation</td>
<td>Simone Collopy, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-332</td>
<td>Long-term outcome after hemolytic uremic syndrome in childhood</td>
<td>Anne Frykman, Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-333</td>
<td>Hemolytic uremic syndrome related to Bordetella pertussis infection–Is plasma exchange or eculizumab use necessary?</td>
<td>Ken Saida, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO-334</td>
<td>An retrospective analysis of genetic diagnosis in Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome (aHUS) and C3 glomerulopathy (C3G). Where we are now and where we are moving to.</td>
<td>Julián Perez, Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PO-335  Angiotensinogen and interleukin-18 as markers of kidney damage in children with a history of hemolytic uremic syndrome
Maria Szczepanska, Poland

PO-336  Risk factors for poor renal prognosis in children with diarrhea-associated hemolytic uremic syndrome
Sergey Baiko, Belarus

PO-337  Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome (aHUS) - 3 Case Reports
Michele Káren Santos Tino, Brazil

PO-338  Novel ADAMTS-13 compound heterozygous mutation in a patient with hereditary Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura and literatures review
Qian Shen, China

PO-339  Outcome of 11 pediatric patients with atypical hemolytic and uremic syndrome after Eculizumab discontinuation
Marc Fila, France

PO-340  Clinical and Genetic Study of Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome
Gong Yinv, China

PO-341  Complement-aHUS/PTT in Argentina, five years experience of genetic international laboratory
Pablo Bonany, Argentina

PO-342  Long-term outcome of hemolytic uremic syndrome: development of sequelae 10-years after acute disease
Alejandra Rosales, Austria

PO-343  Hemolytic uremic syndrome: natural history and predictors of severe outcome
Carmine Pecoraro, Italy

PO-344  Rituximab rescue therapy in children with anti-factor H (CFH) antibody associated hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS)
Kinnari Vala, India

PO-345  Rab7b participation on the TLR4 (Toll like receptor) endocytic pathway in Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome
Patricia Valles, Argentina

PO-346  Two cases of atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome with different treatment approaches
Margarida Abranches, Portugal
Posters

PO-347 Uncertainty about Eculizumab Dosing in Infants
Brooke Wile, Canada

PO-348 Acute appendicitis and thrombocytopenia - first signs of thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (Case report)
Marijan Saraga, Croatia

PO-349 Genetic profile, follow-up and outcome of atypical hemolytic syndrome in Croatian children: single center experience
Danko Milosevic, Croatia

PO-350 The cases analysis of kidney injury after hematopoietic stem cell transplantation in children
Ruyue Chen, China

PO-351 NGAL and C3 complement as factors reflecting the severity of kidney damage in children with diarrhea-associated hemolytic uremic syndrome
Sergey Baiko, Belarus

PO-352 Correlation between 24-hour albuminuria and albuminuria/creatininuria ratio in patients with Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome (HUS)
Diana Zulema MASSI, Argentina

PO-353 Early predictors of dialysis at the time of hospital admission in patients with hemolytic uremic syndrome associated with diarrhea.
Laura Alconcher, Argentina

PO-354 Turkish atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome registry: extra-renal manifestations
Kibriya Fidan, Turkey

PO-355 Turkish Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome Registry: Children Treated By Plasma Therapy Only
Ozlem Aydog, Turkey

PO-356 Outcome of children with anti-CFH antibodies associated atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS).
Maimunah Yasmeen, India

PO-358 Turkish Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome Registry: Patients Treated with Eculizumab
Esra Baskin, Turkey

PO-359 Follow-up of four pediatric patients with atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome (aHUS) receiving eculizumab
Tais Helena Mastrocinque, Brazil
**PO-360**  A familial case of phenotypic heterogeneity of thrombomodulin mutation in aHUS  
Alexey Tsygin, Russian Federation

**PO-361**  Atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome in infancy  
Fatos Yalcinkaya, Turkey

**PO-362**  Turkish atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome registry: renal biopsy findings and prognosis  
Oguz Soylemezoglu, Turkey

**PO-363**  An ongoing study of aHUS gene mutations in Russian children.  
Alexey Tsygin, Russian Federation

**PO-364**  Genotypic and phenotypic studies of a novel factor B mutation in familial atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome  
Sunna Aradottir, Sweden

**PO-365**  Cardiovascular complications of atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) in children  
Olga Orlova, Russian Federation

**PO-366**  Atypical hemolytic-uremic syndrome and invasive pneumococcal infection  
O. V. B. Andrade, Brazil

**PO-367**  Evaluation and detailed analysis of accordance of diagnostic criteria in diagnosis of atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome  
Mukaddes Kalyoncu, Turkey

**PO-368**  Inborn errors of cobalamin (vitamin B12) metabolism and thrombotic microangiopathies (TMA) - Case report and revision of the literature  
Marina Gabriele, Brazil

**PO-369**  Predicting the clinical course in Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome  
Werner Keenswijk, Belgium

**14 - Complement mediated kidney disorders**

**PO-370**  Clinical and diagnostical value of immune molecular mediators in children with glomerulopathies  
Natalia Tur, Belarus

**PO-371**  Safety and effectiveness of restricted eculizumab regimen in atypical HUS  
Nicole Van de Kar, Netherlands
Posters

**PO-372** Successful immunosuppressive therapy in a teenage patient with C3 glomerulopathy associated with anti-factor H autoantibodies.
Toshiki Masuda, Japan

**PO-373** Response Gene to Complement 32 acts as a novel cell cycle factor on renal tubular epithelial cells repair
Lei Sun, China

**PO-374** Turkish Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome Registry: Evaluation of 146 Patients
Oguz Soylemezoglu, Turkey

**PO-375** Long-term Eculizumab Therapy in Two Children with Refractory Membranoproliferative Glomerulonephritis
Rahul Chanchlani, Canada

**PO-376** Association between serum activity of Adamts 13 and severity of hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) in children
Olga Orlova, Russian Federation

**PO-377** Study on the prognosis for patients initially diagnosed with acute post-streptococcal glomerulonephritis and the correlation with C3 glomerulopathy
Ke Xu, China

**PO-378** Multicenter cohort of atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) in Indian children
Arvind Bagga, India

15 - Evidence based medicine/Registries/Randomized clinical trials

**PO-379** Clinical profiles and outcomes of children with hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) - Indonesian HUS registry
Risky Vitria Prasetyo, Indonesia

**PO-380** Low-molecular-weight heparin might benefit nephrotic remission in sensitive nephrotic syndrome by inhibiting elastase activity
Lijuan Hu, China

**PO-381** Overview of Rare Renal Diseases at a Paediatric Renal Center through the National Registry of Rare Kidney Diseases (RaDaR) in the United Kingdom
Maria Kokocinska, United Kingdom
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Posters

PO-382  Autosomal Recessive Polycystic Kidney Disease (ARPKD) in the UK National Registry of Rare Kidney Diseases (RaDaR)
Maria Kokocinska, United Kingdom

PO-383  Mortality risk disparities in children with end-stage renal disease across Europe - An ESPN-ERA/EDTA Registry analysis
Nicholas C. Chesnaye, Netherlands

PO-384  Racial variation in cardiovascular disease risk factors among European children on renal replacement therapy - Results from the ESPN/ERA-EDTA Registry
Marjolein Bonthuis, Netherlands

PO-385  Phase I First-In-Human Trial of DCR-PH1, a novel short interfering RNA (siRNA) formulated in lipid nanoparticles (LNP), for the treatment of Primary Hyperoxaluria type 1 (PH1)
Pankaj Bhargava, United States

PO-386  Genetic glomerular disease in Asia: design and methods for DRAGoN (Deciphering diversities: renal asian genetics network) study
Chang Yien Chan, Singapore

PO-387  Antiproteinuric effect of oral calcitriol in chronic proteinuric nephropathies: an open label randomized controlled trial
Pankaj Hari, India

16 - Biologicals in pediatric nephrology

PO-388  The relationship between autophagy and renal tissue injury in adriamycin nephropathy rats
Shengyou Yu, China

PO-389  Canakinumab is safe in the treatment of renal transplant patient having amyloidosis secondary to Hyper-IgD syndrome
Ismail Dursun, Turkey

17 - Metabolic diseases

PO-390  Asymptomatic renal involvement in Egyptian children with glycogen storage disease type III: Single center study
Ahmed Badr, Egypt
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**Posters**

**PO-391**  Mutational analysis of AGXT in Libyan Children with primary hyperoxaluria type 1 at Tripoli Children Hospital  
Omar Fituri, Libya

**PO-392**  Non invasive examination of systemic oxalosis by 3 Thesla MR bone imaging  
Bernd Hoppe, Germany

**PO-393**  Plasma level of oxalate and iohexol-GFR in normal subjects and in patients with chronic kidney disease  
Luciano Selistre, Brazil

**PO-394**  Clinical manifestations of systemic oxalosis in primary hyperoxaluria type 1: when do which clinical manifestations occur  
Sander Frederik Garrelfs, Netherlands

**PO-395**  New glycolate oxidase inhibitors as promising drugs for primary hyperoxaluria type 1  
Cristina Martin-Higueras, Spain

**PO-396**  Decompensated maple syrup urine disease in newborns: think about hyperammonaemia  
Kamel Monastiri, Tunisia

**PO-397**  Phenotype and follow-up in the c.80A>G in MMACHC gene  
Fang Wang, China

**PO-398**  Urinary Calcium-Oxalate saturation calculated by computed programs is not specifically elevated in primary hyperoxaluria  
Bernd Hoppe, Germany

**PO-399**  Pyridoxine efficacy in hyperoxaluria type 1 caused by a rare mutation of AXGT  
Ciro Corrado, Italy

**PO-400**  High correlation between serum free and total 25 (OH) vitamin D in healthy children  
Fernando Santos, Spain

**PO-401**  Uromodulin associated kidney disease of teenagers in three Herzegovian families  
Adnan Bajraktarevic, Bosnia and Herzegovina

**PO-402**  Proximal tubulopathy and glomerulopathy as the presenting signs of ethylmalonic encephalopathy  
Michael Geylis, Israel
PO-403  Xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis: a pseudotumor in a 9-year-old schoolboy
Dusan Kostic, Brazil

18 - AKI: Epidemiology, pathogenesis, outcomes

PO-405  Acute Kidney Injury in Iran
Nakysa Hooman, Iran

PO-406  Complete Blood Cell and HCO3- for predictor of developing acute kidney injury in children
Abdolghader Pakniyat, Iran

PO-407  Acute kidney injury in pediatric population at tertiary hospital in Pakistan
Seema Hashmi, Pakistan

PO-408  Predictive Ability of Urinary Biomarkers for Outcome in Children with Acute Kidney Injury
Om Mishra, India

PO-409  Bilateral cortical necrosis associated with an invasive group A streptococcal infection
Lucas Lucarelli, Argentina

PO-410  Prognosis for children with acute kidney injury after cardiac surgery
Daishi Hirano, Japan

PO-411  Acute kidney injury after cardiac surgery for congenital heart disease: incidence, risk factors and outcomes
Consuelo Restrepo De Rovetto, Colombia

PO-412  Renal disorders in patients with thrombocytopenia associated to septic shock.
Mar Espino-Hernandez, Spain

PO-413  Expression and role of Kim-1 in kidney tissue of acute ischemia-reperfusion injured rats
Yu-Jie Hu, China

PO-414  Clinical and prognostic analysis on 59 cases of children with acute kidney injury
Yujie Hu, China
Posters

PO-415  The effects of P53 inhibitor pifithrin-α in renal tubular epithelial cell injury and repair
Yunlin Shen, China

PO-416  Acute kidney injury following the use of intravenous aciclovir in children
Blake Sandery, Australia

PO-417  Acute kidney (AKI) in University of Port Harcourt teaching hospital, Rivers state, Nigeria
Ifeoma Anochie, Nigeria

PO-419  Obstructive acute renal injury in a patient with a diagnosis of bone marrow aplasia: Is it renal papillary necrosis?
Diana Zulema Masso, Argentina

PO-420  Acute Kidney Injury in children following cardiac surgery, risk factors and its effects on outcomes
Garima Aggarwal, India

PO-421  Peritoneal Dialysis for the treatment of acute kidney injury in neonates
Pedro Bomfim, Brazil

PO-422  Acute kidney injury in children and adolescents in a tertiary referral Hospital
Lucimary Sylvestre, Brazil

PO-423  International Pediatric Dialysis Modality Survey
Sidharth Kumar Sethi, India

PO-424  Activation of Tim-3/Gal-9 pathway promotes the proliferation of Foxp3+ Treg in mice with renal ischemia reperfusion injury
Tao Yuhong, China

PO-425  Epidemiology of Acute kidney injury in children
Werner Keenswijk, Belgium

PO-426  Differential proteomic study on kidney from the rats of acute kidney injury induced by sepsis
Zhuwen Yi, China

PO-427  ARI incidence in postoperative congenital heart disease
Antonio César Paulillo De Cillo, Brazil
Classification of cardiac heart defects, AKI and risk of death in pediatric post-cardiac surgery
Marcelo Tavares, Brazil

19 - AKI: Renal replacement therapy, extracorporeal therapies

Epidemiological profile and outcomes of 91 children with peritoneal dialysis for AKI in Ghana
Sampson Antwi, Ghana

Successful treatment of purpura fulminans due to meningococcemia with a combination of PMX-DHP and high-flow CHD
Koji Sakuraya, Japan

Impact of Dialysis Modality on the Outcome of Children with Acute Kidney Injury- A Single Centre Experience
Anil Vasudevan, India

Surgical thrombectomy of central venous catheter related thrombus in the right atrium in a girl treated with plasmapheresis
Nina Battelino, Slovenia

The Timing of Renal Replacement Therapy in Children Patients with Septic Acute Kidney Injure
Liqun Dong, China

Factors for Predicting the Success of CRRT Discontinuation
Raymond Quigley, United States

Plasmapheresis in pediatric renal diseases
Pablo Bonany, Argentina

Continuous veno-venous hemodiafiltration in infants: one center experience
Esra Baskin, Turkey

The effects of Tie2 agonist SH1 in folic acid induced acute kidney injury
Hanyun Tang, China

Extended daily dialysis (EDD) for critically ill children requiring renal replacement therapy.
Paula Alejandra Coccia, Argentina
Posters

PO-439 Urgent hemodialysis in new born and infant of < 3kg. Cases report
Ricardo Guerrero Kanan, Mexico

PO-440 Prescription Calculator in Pediatric CRRT Simulation
Mostafa Elbaba, Qatar

PO-441 In-site Inter-professional Pediatric CRRT Simulation Experience
Mostafa Elbaba, Qatar

PO-442 Using Simulation to Enhance the Training in Pediatric Nephrology
Hossam Mahgoub, Qatar

20 - CKD: Epidemiology, progression; experimental

PO-444 Evaluation and prognostic implication of renal vascular color doppler ultrasonography for children with kidney disease
Hui Zhang, China

PO-445 Febuxostat for hyperuricemia of CKD children
Yoshitsugu Kaku, Japan

PO-446 High prevalence of elevated Vanadium levels in CKD patients
Guido Filler, Canada

PO-447 High prevalence of elevated Molybdenum levels in CKD patients
Guido Filler, Canada

PO-448 Fractional excretion in assessment of epithelial-mesenchymal transition in children with chronic kidney disease
Danuta Zwolinska, Poland

PO-449 Disparities in Accessing Renal Transplant Among Children with End Stage Renal Disease in Puerto Rico:1993-2013
Gisela Marrero-Rivera, Puerto Rico

PO-450 Demography and Outcomes of End-Stage Renal Diseases (ESRD) of Children Admitted to a Renal Unit in Kumasi, Ghana.
Maame Anima Attobrah Sarfo, Ghana

PO-451 Concentrations of representative uremic toxins in a healthy versus uremic pediatric population
Evelien Snauwaert, Belgium
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PO-452  GDF-15 in plasma and urine as a marker of kidney function in children  
Anna Bjerre, Norway

PO-453  Epidemiological survey and clinical investigation of pediatric IgA nephropathy  
Takayuki Shibano, Japan

PO-454  Mean of creatinine clearance and urea clearance examined over 1 hour estimates glomerular filtration rate accurately and precisely  
Yusuke Okuda, Japan

PO-455  The etiological analysis of 231 pediatric patients with end-stage renal disease  
Yinv Gong, China

PO-456  Progression, cardiovascular morbidity and quality of life in Indian children with chronic kidney disease  
Hamsa V, India

PO-457  Spina Bifida and chronic kidney disease in children  
Michael Somers, United States

PO-458  Estimated GFR poorly reflects the concentration of various uremic toxins in pediatric CKD patients  
Evelien Snauwaert, Belgium

PO-459  Factors involved in pediatric chronic kidney disease progression  
Paulo Koch Nogueira, Brazil

PO-460  Evaluation of the relationship between progression of chronic kidney disease and levels of serum and urine uromodulin  
Alev Yilmaz, Turkey

PO-462  Glycated LDL, but not small dense LDL, is unaffected by CKD stage  
Amrit Kirpalani, Canada

PO-463  Uroplakins Play a Protective Role During Obstructive Nephropathy  
Kirk Mchugh, United States

PO-464  Pediatric chronic kidney disease in Benin: management and outcome.  
Yevedo Tohodjede, Benin

PO-465  Development of a Kidney Stress Test to Assess Renal Reserve  
George Schwartz, United States
Posters

PO-466 Functional magnetic resonance imaging of chronic kidney disease in children
Luo Fenglan, China

21 - CKD: Mineral and bone disorder

PO-467 Vitamin D status in children with moderate to severe chronic kidney disease at the Red cross childrens’ hospital Cape town South Africa
Adaobi Solarin, Nigeria

PO-468 Post-renal transplant bone health in children evaluated by quantitative ultrasound and densitometry
Mara Medeiros, Mexico

PO-469 Effect of cystatin C, intact PTH and active vitamin D levels on Fibroblast growth factor 23 concentrations in children with CKD
Ana Catalina Alvarez-Elías, Canada

PO-470 measurement of 25-Hydroxy vitamin d level in children with chronic kidney disease
Nasrin Esfandiar, Iran

PO-471 Effects of vitamin D supplementation on markers of bone and mineral metabolism in pediatric patients with early and late CKD
Dieter Haffner, Germany

PO-472 The bone-vessel interplay in pediatric chronic kidney disease
Evgenia Preka, France

PO-473 Neonatal intoxication to vitamin D in premature babies: a series of 16 cases
Melody Vierge, France

PO-474 Bone mechanical properties and cortical porosity assessed with HR-pQCT in pediatric chronic kidney disease
Melody Vierge, France

PO-475 Subtotal parathyroidectomy: last recourse for treatment of secondary hyperparathyroidism in children with chronic renal disease.
Marta Adragna, Argentina

PO-476 Metabolic Bone Disease among Pediatric Chronic - Hemodialysis Patients in the PICCOLO MONDO Cohort
Ana Catalina Alvarez-Elías, Mexico
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22 - CKD: Inflammation, nutrition, growth, anemia

**PO-478** Auxological and Laboratory Parameters of growth in Egyptian children with CRF on conservative therapy.
Mona Zahrane, Egypt

**PO-479** Laboratory Studies and Bone Densitometry as Markers of Bone Disease in Children with CRF
Mona Zahrane, Egypt

**PO-480** Assessment and prognostic implication of nutritional status in children with chronic kidney disease
Hui Zhang, China

**PO-481** Assessment of nutritional status of children with chronic kidney disease in a tertiary care level hospital, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Md. Habibur Rahman, Bangladesh

**PO-482** Role of miR-145 in regulation of renal fibrosis
Xi-Qiang Dang, China

**PO-483** Red cell indices are not indicative of iron deficiency in paediatric dialysis patients.
Abdullahi Mudi, South Africa

**PO-484** Nutrition For Improving Growth In Children With Chronic Kidney Disease
Madhuri Kanitkar, India

**PO-485** The role of obestatin in Protein Energy Wasting in children with CKD
Alberto Edefonti, Italy

**PO-486** Treatment with recombinant human growth hormone in children under three years of age with chronic kidney disease and growth retardation
Dimitar Roussinov, Bulgaria

**PO-487** Growth pattern of children with chronic kidney disease on conservative management in pediatric nephrology unit
Vinod Choudhary, India

**PO-488** Is Testosterone Detrimental to Renal Function?
Amanda Ramsaroop, Canada

**PO-489** Muscle wasting and inflammation in chronic kidney disease children
Yee-Hsuan Chiou, Taiwan

See IPNA 2016 Abstract Book for more detailed information on posters
23 - CKD: Mental health, neurocognitive function and QoL

**PO-490** Suicide, sex and drugs in teens with chronic kidney disease: study from the Midwest Pediatric Nephrology Consortium
Abiodun Omoloja, United States

**PO-491** Neurotrophic and inflammatory markers in children and adolescents with chronic kidney diseases: association with symptoms of anxiety and depression, quality of life and resilience
Ana Cristina Simoes E Silva, Brazil

**PO-492** Evaluation of Cognitive Function in Children with Chronic Kidney Disease
Alev Yilmaz, Turkey

**PO-493** The importance of the psychosocial welcome to the families of the children under renal replacement therapy
Maria Goretti Penido, Brazil

**PO-494** Adolescents and children with CKD: adherence, coping strategies and perception of parental relationship
Griselda Liliana Splivalo, Argentina

24 - CKD: Cardiovascular morbidity, infections

**PO-495** Impact of end stage renal disease (ESRD) on systolic myocardial function in children
Md. Habibur Rahman, Bangladesh

**PO-496** High rate of abnormal left ventricular mass index (LVMI) among paediatric dialysis patients
Abdullahi Mudi, South Africa

**PO-497** Concordance of Measures of Left-Ventricular Hypertrophy
Hee Gyung Kang, South Korea

**PO-498** Skin microvascular dysfunction as an early cardiovascular marker in primary hyperoxaluria type I after combined liver-kidney transplantation.
Laurence Dubourg, France
Factors associated with increased Left Ventricular Mass Index in Children and Adolescents with Chronic Kidney Disease Class 3, 4 and 5 caused by Congenital anomalies of kidney and Urinary Tract (CAKUT).
Vera Belangero, Brazil

Cardiorenal syndrome type 4: evolution of six pediatric patients
M. T. Silva, Brazil

25 - Chronic dialysis

Peritoneal dialysis catheters outcomes in children under age 2 initiating peritoneal dialysis for ESRD
Peace Imani, United States

Development of Support System for Home Peritoneal Dialysis Patients: Addition of Handwriting Input Function to a home PD patient’s record
Akiko Okawa, Japan

Development of Support System for Home Peritoneal Dialysis Patients: System Evaluation with the Web Usability Scale (WUS)
Tokuo Umeda, Japan

Dialysis catheter-related infection in small weight pediatric patients.
Amr Mohamed Salem, Egypt

Morbidity of early versus late presenting paediatric patients commencing renal replacement therapy: a single-centre pilot study.
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom

PD Catheter removal post-transplant - a pain in the backside?
Andrew Peter Maxted, United Kingdom

Infectious complications in Bulgarian children on peritoneal dialysis (PD)
Dimitar Roussinov, Bulgaria

Implementation of standardized practice care bundles for insertion of peritoneal dialysis catheters in children: impact on peritoneal dialysis related infections in the post-op period
Allison Redpath Mahon, United States

Outcome of Tenckhoff catheter in children-single center experience
Lim Yam Ngo, Malaysia
Posters

PO-511 Risk factors for peritoneal dialysis failure in children
Tomoo Yabuuchi, Japan

PO-512 pH regulates the expression of aquaporin-1 by activating transcription factor SPIB
Qian Shen, China

PO-513 Vitamin supplementation policies in pediatric dialysis patients across Europe
Rozanne Tijssen, Netherlands

PO-514 Peritoneal Equilibration Test (PET) Analysis among Filipino Children on Chronic Peritoneal Dialysis at National Kidney & Transplant Institute: A Cross-Sectional Study
Elmer Kent Lopez, Philippines

PO-515 Pseudoaneurysms of an arteriovenous graft, treatment strategy.
Veronica Ferraris, Argentina

PO-516 Culture-negative peritonitis in ambulatory peritoneal dialysis.
Angela Suarez, Argentina

Nelson Orta, Venezuela

PO-518 Long term outcome of children initiating chronic peritoneal dialysis under 2 years old
Lucimary Sylvestre, Brazil

PO-519 Analysis of pro-inflammatory mediators in pediatric patients with End Stage Renal Disease with Renal replacement therapy; Hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis.
Luis Rodriguez, Argentina

PO-520 Vaccination in pediatric dialysis patients across European pediatric nephrology centers
Sevcan Azime Bakkaloglu, Turkey

PO-521 Influenza and pneumococcus vaccination rates in pediatric dialysis patients in Europe
Sevcan Azime Bakkaloglu, Turkey

PO-522 Atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) in a 3-month old anuric patient: follow up in daily hemodialysis
Eduardo Hatanaka, Brazil
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PO-523  Case report: Dialysis adequacy using functional echocardiography  
Paloma Cals Albuquerque, Brazil

PO-524  Long term outcome of chronic peritoneal dialysis in Argentinian children  
Mariana Gabriela Luna, Argentina

PO-525  What is the best to guide Peritoneal Dialysis (PD) prescription: PET diagnosis or residual diuresis?.  
Vera Belangero, Brazil

PO-526  Hydrothorax as a result of peritoneal dialysis in a patient with probable pleuropertitoneal fistula: Case report  
M. T. Silva, Brazil

PO-527  In Rio de Janeiro RJ  
Maria Bandeira, Brazil

PO-528  Nutritional status of pediatric patients on hemodialysis after changing the dietary protocol  
Andreia Watanabe, Brazil

PO-529  Physical activity in children with CKD: first results  
Dario Uribe, Argentina

PO-530  Evaluation of the decision-making process and physician treatment attitudes in initiating peritoneal dialysis in infants  
Lisa Sartz, Sweden

PO-531  Complications intradialiticas prevalence in therapy center renal replacement in a public hospital region para west  
Rodrigo Cunha Gastaldi, Brazil

PO-531bis  Hemodialysis in children at a tertiary care center from developing country-17 years experience  
Sadaf Asim Awan, Pakistan

26 - Transplantation

PO-532  Low Pre- and Post-Transplant BMI and Weight are Associated with Viremia/ Viral Infection and T cell exhaustion in Pediatric Kidney Transplantation in the First Post-Transplant Year : A Report from the IMPACT Study Consortium.  
Robert Ettenger, United States
Posters

PO-533 Prospective T cell Immunophenotyping Identifies Different Mechanisms Associated with Biopsy Proven Rejection vs. Donor Specific Antibody: A Report from the IMPACT Study Consortium.
Robert Ettenger, United States

PO-534 New onset diabetes after transplantation (NODAT: Relationship with the etiology of organ failure and ethnicity in children with kidney or kidney-liver transplant
Ramon Vilalta Casas, Spain

PO-535 Nephrogenic adenoma as a cause of recurrent gross hematuria in a child with renal transplant
Ismail Dursun, Turkey

PO-536 Mycophenolic Acid pharmacokinetic drug interactions: Effect of Prednisone, Sirolimus and Tacrolimus
Elisa Yoo, Canada

PO-537 Are we performing enough pre-emptive Paediatric Renal Transplants? A National and Single-Centre Comparative Study.
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom

PO-538 Role of graft biopsy in pediatric renal transplantation
Mohamed Ahmed Abdelmawla Ahmed Elsabbagh, Egypt

PO-539 Perioperative and postoperative complications in pediatric kidney transplant recipients
Doaa Mohamed Salah Sadek, Egypt

PO-540 Urinary tract infection in pediatric kidney transplant recipients
Doaa Mohamed Salah Sadek, Egypt

PO-541 Donation after circulatory death kidneys can be successfully transplanted for paediatric recipients
Matko Marlais, United Kingdom

Ryszard Grenda, Poland

PO-543 Haematological parameters could be a surrogate of immunosuppression or immunological status in kidney transplanted children (KTC)
Ramon Vilalta Casas, Spain

PO-544 Trajectories and predictors of allograft dysfunction after renal transplantation in children
Vandréa De Souza, Brazil
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| PO-545 | Impact of CMV infection on pediatric renal transplantation outcomes  
Corentin Tanné, France |
| PO-546 | Kidney Re-Transplantation During Childhood-Feasibility and Outcomes  
Nadeesha Lakmal Mudalige, United Kingdom |
| PO-547 | A case series of perioperative blood pressure and fluid management in paediatric renal transplant recipients  
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom |
| PO-548 | Long-term hypophosphatemia after kidney transplantation  
Nur Canpolat, Turkey |
| PO-549 | Endothelial function in pediatric kidney transplant recipients on everolimus and low-dose calcineurin inhibitor vs. standard immunosuppressive therapy: a case control study  
Dieter Haffner, Germany |
| PO-550 | Renal blood flow measurements by magnetic resonance imaging using arterial spin labelling as a novel non-invasive biomarker in paediatric renal transplant recipients  
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom |
| PO-551 | C3d donor specific antibodies are predictive of renal allograft dysfunction in paediatric renal transplant recipients  
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom |
| PO-552 | National study of post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorder in paediatric renal transplant recipients  
Chloe Searle, United Kingdom |
| PO-553 | Clinical analysis and preliminary experience of pediatric organ donation-pediatric kidney transplantation  
Qian Shen, China |
| PO-554 | Case report: Donor gifted nephrolithiasis  
Moonsamy Glenda, South Africa |
| PO-555 | Kidney transplantation: a better choice for a ESRD child with steroid resistant neprotic syndrome who had NPHS2 gene mutation  
Lizhi Chen, China |
| PO-556 | Outcome of children with cystinosis after renal transplantation: a single center experience  
Mustafa Koyun, Turkey |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **PO-557** | Plasma-Exchange Therapy for New-Developed Focal Segmental Glomerular Sclerosis in Transplanted Kidney  
Liping Rong, China |
| **PO-558** | Outcome of the kidney transplantation in children; The single center experiment for ten years  
Osman Donmez, Turkey |
| **PO-559** | Recurrence of post-renal transplant nephrotic syndrome in children with focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis - Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) and Evelina Children’s Hospital (ELCH)  
Rikki Bobal, United Kingdom |
| **PO-560** | Converting immunosuppression from Prograf® to Modigraf® in paediatric renal transplant patients  
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom |
| **PO-561** | Pediatric renal transplantation : a retrospective single-centre study on the epidemiology and morbidity linked to EBV  
Audrey Laurent, France |
| **PO-562** | No increased rate of complications in renal transplant recipients when the ureteral stent is removed simultaneously with the Foley catheter, but does decrease the cost of medical management and sedated procedures  
Carl Cramer II, United States |
| **PO-563** | Atypical HUS: successful eculizumab treatment of HUS recurrence in a child after kidney transplantation - 5 years experience  
Karel Vondrak, Czech Republic |
| **PO-564** | Acute rejection in pediatric kidney transplant  
Luiza Do Nascimento Ghizoni Pereira, Brazil |
| **PO-565** | Impact in health-related quality of life of siblings with kidney transplant.  
Jenny Velasco, Argentina |
| **PO-566** | Evaluation of hypertension in pediatric renal transplant patients  
Ana Paula Spizzirri, Argentina |
| **PO-567** | Cost analysis of substitutive renal therapies in the pediatric population  
Paulo Koch Nogueira, Brazil |
| **PO-568** | Special needs in the preparation of small children for kidney transplantation  
Luciana de Santis Feltran, Brazil |
**PO-569**  Effects of renal transplant age on the graft functions in pediatric transplant recipients  
Esra Baskin, Turkey

**PO-570**  Association between vitamin D level and anemia in pediatric renal transplant patients  
Esra Baskin, Turkey

**PO-571**  Waiting duration in list for renal transplantation: one center experience  
Esra Baskin, Turkey

**PO-572**  Impact of age on height growth after pediatric kidney transplantation  
Shirlei Saiyuri Komatu Komi, Brazil

**PO-573**  BK virus nephropathy management in pediatric renal transplant recipients: a series of cases  
Rafaela Cardoso, Brazil

**PO-574**  The predictive value of Resistive Index obtained by Doppler Ultrasonography early after renal transplantation on long-term allograft function  
Engin Melek, Turkey

**PO-575**  Infection-related hospitalizations after pediatric kidney transplantation: Incidence, risk factors and cost  
Julien Hogan, France

**PO-576**  Successful treatment of Acute Antibody-Mediated rejection in renal transplant patients.  
Joice Almeida, Argentina

**PO-577**  Vascular repercussion in children with end stage renal disease  
Maria Luiza Moreira Do Val, Brazil

**PO-578**  Incidence and implications of early sub-clinical rejection in children with kidney transplants  
Chia Wei Teoh, Canada

**PO-579**  Sequential liver-kidney transplantation for Primary Hyperoxaluria Type 1 in a pediatric patient with end stage renal disease  
Andrea Exeni, Argentina

**PO-581**  Behavior of pro-inflammatory markers in short and long-term stable renal transplanted pediatrics patients.  
Luis Rodriguez, Argentina
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Posters

**PO-582** Cardiovascular risk factors at the moment of kidney transplantation in Brazilian children  
Maria Luiza Do Val, Brazil

**PO-583** Graft survival of living donor kidney transplantation in Lithuania: impact of age and diagnosis  
Karolis Azukaitis, Lithuania

**PO-584** Transversus abdominis plane catheter block at the end of renal transplantation reduces pain scores and duration of post-operative analgesia in children  
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom

**PO-585** Clinical profile of acute allograft dysfunction (AAD) in pediatric renal transplant recipients from a tertiary care center in North India  
Swati Bhardwaj, India

**PO-586** Mycophenolate Mofetil (MMF) Pharmacokinetic Profiles and Dosage Modification in Pediatric Kidney Transplant Patients  
Vimal Chadha, United States

**PO-587** Results of renal transplantation in low-weight children  
Vladimir Tonello Vasconcelos, Brazil

**PO-588** Pseudotumor cerebri in a Kidney transplant child  
Liliane Prates, Brazil

**PO-589** Analysis of growth pattern in children after kidney transplantation  
Ana Paula Carvalho, Brazil

**PO-590** Virus surveillance in pediatric Kidney transplantation: Adenovirus, Poliomavirus (BKV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), Cytomegalovirus (CMV), Herpesvírus 6 e 7 (HHV 6/7)  
Liliane Prates, Brazil

**PO-591** Conversion of immunosupression after pediatric kidney transplantation  
Lilian Palma, Brazil

**PO-592** Opportunistic infection and the diagnostic challenge in kidney transplant patients.  
Paula Gontijo, Brazil

**PO-593** Dosing of tacrolimus based on CY3A5 polymorphisms in pediatric kidney transplantation: Interim results from a clinical trial.  
Ana Catalina Alvarez-Elias, Mexico
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Posters

PO-594 Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis secondary to histoplasmosis in renal transplant patient
Ewa Elenberg, United States

PO-595 ABPM and echocardiographic findings in Mexican pediatric renal transplant recipients
Víctor Barajas, Mexico

PO-596 Age at kidney transplantation: why do adolescents do worse?
Julio Goldberg, Argentina

PO-597 Long-term outcome of pediatric kidney transplantation in Slovakia
Ludmila Podracka, Slovakia

PO-598 Effect of body weight donor on the pediatric kidney transplantation
Ana Paula Carvalho, Brazil

27 - Treatment adherence, adolescent transition, ethics

PO-599 Transitional care and adherence of adolescents after KTX in Germany and Austria: A binational observatory census within the TRANSNephro trial
Jenny Prüfe, Germany

PO-600 Structured transition programme leads to improved renal allograft survival for adolescent renal transplant recipients transferring to adult nephrology.
Stephen Marks, United Kingdom

PO-601 Transition from paediatric to adult centre in kidney transplanted patients: impact on psychosocial status and renal function
Robert Novo, France

PO-602 Reliability of the “Questionario STARx “among Mexican Adolescents with Chronic or End-stage Kidney Disease: Sociodemographic Predictors
Ana Catalina Alvarez-Elías, Mexico

28 - Hypertension, obesity & metabolic syndrome

PO-604 Plasma aldosterone level and plasma renin activity in relation to pulse wave velocity and intima media thickness in hypertensive paediatric patients
Natasa Marcun Varda, Slovenia

See IPNA 2016 Abstract Book for more detailed information on posters
Posters

PO-606  A comparative study of 24 hours ambulatory blood pressure (ABPM), renal function and proteinuria in children with sickle cell disease
Girish Bhatt, India

PO-607  Obesity and hypertension in Australian young people: Results from the Australian Health Survey 2011 to 2012
Siah Kim, Australia

PO-608  Lipoxin A4 attenuates the progression of Obesity-Related Glomerulopathy by inhibiting activation of NF-kB, Akt and MAPKs
Hongkun Jiang, China

PO-609  Screening and management of hypertension in pediatric kidney transplants recipients
Ankana Daga, United States

PO-610  Efficacy and safety of oral short acting Nifedipine in paediatric hypertensive emergencies and urgencies
Nisha Krishnamurthy, India

PO-611  Blood pressure variability in obese children
Salim Caliskan, Turkey

PO-612  Nutritional status of children and adolescents with Primary Nephrotic Syndrome from a Pediatric Nephrology Center in Brazil
Sergio Veloso Brant Pinheiro, Brazil

PO-613  Hypokalemia is a poor marker of low-renin hypertension in premature infants
Anna Arutyunova, United States

PO-614  Should first blood pressure measurement be performed in the newborn?
Ines Alves, Portugal

PO-615  Arterial hypertension in preterm children from 3 to 7y. Prevalence and associations.
Susana Miceli, Argentina

PO-616  Validation of superficial distance measurement by MRI for pulse wave velocity determination
Eva Kis, Hungary

PO-617  Vitamin D status and arterial hypertension relation in obese children
Esra Baskin, Turkey
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PO-618 Target organ damage in hypertensive children and adolescents
Enaira Rocha, Brazil

PO-619 Assessment of Blood pressure in primary monosymptomatic nocturnal enuresis
 Parsa Yousefichaijan, Iran

PO-620 Assessment of renal health in children born preterm
Anke Raaijmakers, Belgium

PO-621 E-tracking evaluation of carotid artery stiffness in children with hypertension.
Anna Moczulska, Poland

PO-622 Creating normal values of home blood pressure measurement of high grade students in Manisa
pek Akil, Turkey

PO-623 Malign hypertension due to angiodysplasia within the metanephric stromal tumor in an infant
Ali Anarat, Turkey

PO-624 Renal damage in obese children
Ferah Sonmez, Turkey

PO-625 Waist circumference and renal and metabolic disorders in obese children
Stella Maris Dieguez, Argentina

29 - Stones, nephrocalcinosis

PO-626 Urinary NAG, KIM-1 and NGAL levels in childhood urolithiasis: Are reliable markers of renal tubular injury?
Mehmet Tasdemir, Turkey

PO-627 Epidemiological aspects of paediatric stone disease
Stephanie Dufek, United Kingdom

PO-628 A study of renal stone disease in a tertiary center catering the south indian children
Vinod Choudhary, India
Posters

PO-629 Urolithiasis in children - Albanian experience
Diamant Shtiza, Albania

PO-630 Elevated 1,25 dihydroxy Vitamin D levels in pediatric nephrolithiasis
Michael Somers, United States

PO-632 Kidney Disease in APRT Deficiency Presenting in Childhood
Dawn S Milliner, United States

PO-633 Latin American Pediatric Urolithiasis Register: a preliminary report
Maria Goretti Penido, Brazil

PO-634 Idiopathic infantile hypercalcemia - clinical and genetic study
Velibor Tasic, Macedonia

PO-635 Familial hypomagnesemia with hypercalciuria and nephrocalcinosis, late diagnosis case report.
Ana Teresita Flores, Argentina

30 - Practice of pediatric nephrology in developing countries

PO-636 The sickle cell trait is associated with a significant hyperfiltration rate in Congolese children. A case control Study.
Michel Aloni, The Democratic Republic of the Congo

PO-638 The Clinical Indications and Results of Renal Biopsy at the Cairo University Pediatric Nephrology Unit: a 10 Year Review
Hesham Safouh, Egypt

PO-639 Clinical profile & outcome of children with IgM Nephropathy (IgMN)
Pawan Mutalik, India

PO-640 Congenital nephrotic syndrome: Experience from eastern India
Biplab Maji, India

PO-641 A four year retrospective cohort study of hemodialysis catheter-related complications in children
Pawan Deore, India

PO-642 Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) in renal transplant recipients in a developing country - a crucial tool for hypertension management.
Saha Anshuman, India
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PO-643  Reversible RPGN in Alport Syndrome  
Mahantesh Patil, India

PO-644  Nail patella syndrome with focal segmental glomerulosclerosis  
Pawan Mutalik, India

PO-645  Contribution of Electron Microscopy to the Clinicopathologic Diagnosis in Childhood Renal Diseases  
Secil Arslansoyu Camlar, Turkey

PO-646  Key recommendations from a community development approach to Nephrotic Syndrome in Vietnam: opportunities to redress inequities at a regional and international level  
Huong Thu Nguyen, Viet Nam

PO-647  Birth weight and length determine kidney length in healthy term neonates  
Jyoti Sharma, India

PO-648  Nephrotic Syndrome in children at Tygerberg Children’s Hospital, Cape Town, Western Cape Province: A fifteen years’ retrospective study of clinical, histopathologic pattern and outcome  
Adaobi Solarin, Nigeria

PO-649  Percutaneous renal biopsy in Haitian children: an Haitian-Italian collaborative study  
Judith Exantus, Haiti

PO-650  Risk factors for primary hypertension in childhood and adolescence  
Diana Báez De Ladoux, Paraguay

31 - Others

PO-651  Nocturnal enuresis among primary school children in south china  
Yuan-Yuan Xu, China

PO-652  Acute renal failure in child with burkitt’s lymphoma  
Thamara Piazza, Brazil

PO-653  Analysis of kidney injury markers in patients of ABC Foundation - Santo André Paediatric oncology  
Marina Martinelli Sonnenfeld, Brazil
Posters

**PO-654** To explore the characteristics of fatality in children poisoned by paraquat --- with analysis of 146 cases
Zheng Wang, China

**PO-655** Improved arousal and nocturia following adenotonsillectomy is associated with enuresis resolution in children with sleep-disordered breathing
Larisa G Kovacevic, United States

**PO-657** estimating glomerular filtration rate from multi-parameters in pediatric practice
Fang Deng, China

**PO-658** Behavioral attributes and outcome of nocturnal enuresis assessed by Japanese version of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
Masuji Hattori, Japan

**PO-659** Treatment of nocturnal enuresis results in prolongation of first uninterrupted sleep period.
Johan Vande Walle, Belgium

**PO-660** Three Chinese infants of cystic fibrosis presenting as Bartter syndrome-like hypokalemic alkalosis at onset
Liru Qiu, China

**PO-661** Establishment of evaluation system of intake doses in children with coumarin derivative rodenticide intoxication: report of 44 cases
Li Ye, China

**PO-662** Frasier syndrome: A case report
Jenny Ponce Gambini, Peru

**PO-663** Primary hyperoxaluria: A case report
Jenny Ponce Gambini, Peru

**PO-664** Depression and Anxiety in parents of children with lower urinary tract dysfunction (LUTD) and their correlation associated with emotional and behavioral disorders in patients
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